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Abstract 
For a set X, let C,(X) denote the set of metrizable topologies on X, partially ordered by 
inclusion. We investigate the nature of intervals in this partial order, with particular emphasis on 
basic intervals (in other words, intervals in which the topology changes at at most one point). 
We show that there are no nontrivial finite intervals in C,(X) (indeed, every such interval 
contains a copy of P(w)/fin). We show that although not all intervals in C,(X) are lattices, all 
basic intervals in C, are lattices. In the case where X is countable, we show that there are at least 
two isomorphism classes of basic intervals in C,(X), and assuming the Continuum Hypothesis 
there are exactly two such isomorphism classes. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
For a set X, let C(X) denote the collection of all topologies on X, partially ordered 
by inclusion. Then C(X) is a complete, bounded lattice in which the meet of a collection 
of topologies is their intersection, while the join is the topology with their union as a 
subbasis. This lattice has been the subject of study since it was first defined by Birkhoff 
in [l]. Given 0,~ E C(X), one can form the interval [o, r], defined by 
[a,71 = {p E C(X) 10 < p < T}. 
Our current research was motivated by the problem of identifying the finite lattices which 
can occur as such an interval, with various restrictions on the topologies g and r (for 
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example, that they be Tj , Hausdorff or metrizable). This problem was solved for u and 7 
Tl by Valent and Larson and Rosicky: Valent and Larson showed in [7] that every finite 
distributive lattice occurs as an interval between TI topologies, and Rosickji showed in 
[6] that every finite interval between TI topologies is distributive. More recently, Knight, 
Gartside and the first author extended this result to intervals between T2 topologies [4], 
and Good and the authors extended this to intervals between T3 (indeed, Hausdorff and 
zero-dimensional) topologies, assuming the existence of infinitely many measurable car- 
dinals. Of course, if 0 is T, (resp., Hausdorff) then every topology in [g, r] must be T, 
(resp., Hausdorff). However, if we refine a metrizable topology, it may not remain metriz- 
able. This leads us to the problem of determining the structure of the set of metrizable 
topologies between two metrizable topologies 0 and 7. 
Let Cm(X) and C,(X) d enote, respectively, the sets of metrizable topologies and of 
Ti topologies (i = 1,2,3) in C(X). When the underlying set X is clear from the context, 
we will omit mention of it, and simply write C, C,, or C,. C,,, C3 and Cz are not 
lattices, as the following example shows: 
Example 1. There exist a set X and zero-dimensional metrizable topologies 0 and r on 
X such that c /! r is not Hausdorff. 
Proof. Let X = w U {p! q}, where p # 4 and p, 9 +! w. Let p be the topology P(w) U 
{X \ F 1 F is finite} on X. Let 0 and r be the topologies obtained from p by isolating 
p and by isolating 4, respectively. Then c, 7 E C,, and both are zero-dimensional. 
However, (T A r = p, which is not Hausdorff. 0 
Since C, is not a lattice, it is possible that intervals in C, are not lattices. Indeed, 
we will show that there are intervals in C,, which are not lattices. On the other hand, 
basic intervals in C, (in other words intervals in which the topology changes at at most 
one point) are sublattices of C. 
ForsubsetsAandBofdwewriteAc* BifA\Bisfinite,andA=* BifAc* B 
and B C* A. Then =* is an equivalence relation on P(w), and C* induces a partial 
order on the quotient with respect to =*. This partially ordered set is a Boolean algebra, 
denoted by lP(w)/fin. 
We will see in Section 2 that no interval in C,,, is finite, or even countable, by 
showing that we can embed IP(w)/fi n in any such interval. In Section 3 we will con- 
sider basic intervals in C,,,,(X) where X is countable, and, under the assumption of the 
Continuum Hypothesis (CH), show that there are up to isomorphism exactly two such 
intervals. 
For 0.7 E C,, we will denote [n> 71 n C,,, by [a, 71,. If 3 is a family of subsets 
of X, then (F) denotes the topology on X with F as a subbasis. We abbreviate (a U 
{A,... ,A,)) by (~.AI,....&). 
If d is a metric on X, then Ed denotes the topology generated by d, and, for z E X and 
E > 0, B(z, d: E) denotes the E-ball about z with respect to the metric d. If f : X + JR is 
a function, then $f is the pseudometrizable topology on X with pseudometric e, where 
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e(~:, y) = If(x) - f(v)I. Notice that tif is the coarsest topology on X which makes f 
continuous, and that a topology T on X is completely regular if and only if there is some 
family 3 of functions from X to R such that 7 = (UfCF vf). 
We will abbreviate phrases like “open with respect to the topology U” and “continuous 
with respect to the topology CT” by a-open and c-continuous, respectively. To avoid 
ambiguity, we will refer to a countable union of locally finite sets as being sigma-locally 
finite. 
2. Intervals in C, 
It is easy to show that the join of two metrizable topologies is metrizable: 
Proposition 1. Let d. e he metrics on a set X. Then max(d: e) is a metric on X, and 
hax(d.e) = Pd V I& (where the join refers to the lattice C, not just the subset C,). 
Corollary 1. Let cr. 7 E C,,,. Then (T < r if and only if there are metrics d and e such 
that (T = pd, r = pc and, for ever) x.y E X, d(z.y) < e(z,y). 
On the other hand, the meet of two metrizable topologies need not be metrizable, as 
shown by Example 1. Even if there is a metrizable topology coarser than both topologies, 
they might have no meet in C,, as shown by the following examples. In the light of 
Example 3, Example 2 is redundant: however, we have included it to clarify the argument 
in the latter example. 
Example 2. There exist metrizable topologies g, p and v on a set X such that ~7 < I* AU, 
but {,Q. V} has no greatest lower bound in C,,,. 
Proof. Let R denote the set R of real numbers with its usual topology, and let & denote 
IR with the discrete topology. Let X = Iw x R. Let (X, U) = R x R, (X, p) = R x Rd 
and (X, u) = Rd x R. Then C, p, u E C,, and CT < ,u A u. 
For x = (.z. y) E X, E > 0, let 
PC(X) = ({xl x m/)) u (BE(6 x {Y>)? 
where BE(x) denotes the E-ball about z in the usual metric. Observe that the sets PZ(x) 
for E > 0 and x E X form a weak neighbourhood base for p A v (in other words, 
although the sets PC(x) are not open in ,Q A u, a subset U of X is open in p A u if and 
only if for every x E U, there is some E > 0 such that PC(x) C U). 
By a pigeonhole principle argument, one can easily see that any disjoint collection of 
sets P,(x) must be countable, so p A u has the countable chain condition (ccc). However, 
the diagonal A = {(z, .z) 1 z E R} is discrete and uncountable in this topology. So p A u 
is ccc but not hereditarily ccc, and this topology is therefore not metrizable. 
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Of course, the fact that p A v $ C,,, does not preclude the possibility that ~1 and v have 
a greatest lower bound in C,,. So suppose that 6’ E C, with 0 < 13 6 I_L A V. Choose 
some ~0 E R such that (50. ~0) is not isolated in (A, Q 1 A). Let 
andletp=(BU{U,InEw}).ThenpEC,,ande<p~~Av.Hence8cannotbea 
greatest lower bound for p and v in C,,. •I 
One might ask whether such an example can be obtained in which the underlying 
set is countable. Of course, we cannot use ccc versus hereditary ccc to identify non- 
metrizability in a countable space, but a similar example will still work. 
Example 3. There exist metrizable topologies CT, 1-1 and v on a countable set X such 
that LT < p A V, but {p, V} has no greatest lower bound in C,. 
Proof. Let Q denote the set Q of rational numbers, with its usual topology, and let Qd 
denote Q with the discrete topology. Let X = (IJ x Q. Let c = Q x Q, p = Q x Qd and 
v=QdxQ.Thena,~,vEC,anda~~LA. 
For IC = (z,~J) E X, n E w, let 
where E&(Z) denotes the E-ball about z in the usual metric. Again, the sets P,(Z) for 
n E w and x E X form a weak neighbourhood base for p A u. 
For A C X, we define a function f~ : w + w as follows: if (2Yn, 0) $ A then 
f-~(n) = 0. Otherwise, f~(n) is the least m > 0 such that { (2-“, 0)) x B2-(m+7L) (0) C A. 
Let B be a metrizable topology with 0 < 8 < p A V, and let (Bn)nEw be a neigh- 
bourhood basis for Q at (0,O). Since {fs,, / n E w} is countable, there is a function 
g : w + w \ (0) such that, for every 72, E w, f~, (m) < g(m) for all but finitely many 
m E w. 
For each i? E w let gk : (0. l] + IR be the unique function which is linear on each 
interval [2-(“+‘): 22” ] and takes the value 2-(g(n)+k) at each 22”. Put 
Sk = { (z:,Y) 1 5 6 0 or (k f 1)x < I!.l}, 
Tk={(~,!/) lo< z < 1 and y < gk(z)}, 
uk = {(z,Y) 1% > 1 and Y < .qk(l)}, 
Vk=SkuTkuUk. 
Then vk is a-open except at (O,O), vk+t _ C Vk for each Ic and fv, (n) = g(n) + k for 
each n. Since 0 < f~,(m) < g(m) for all but finitely many m E w, B, g Vk for each 
n. Thus Vk 6 8. Let p be the topology with subbasis Q U {vk / k E w}. Then p is regular 
and second countable, so it is metrizable, and 8 < p < p A u. Thus p and Y have no 
greatest lower bound in C,,. 0 
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In considering finite intervals in C, one is led to the consideration of basic intervals. 
An interval [g. T] in C is basic if there is some point II: (called the base of the interval) 
suchthata tX\{x}=r tX\{x}.It is easy to show that any finite interval in Ci (X) 
is isomorphic to a basic interval in Ci (Y) f or some Y. We will frequently use without 
further comment the fact that if [a, r] is basic with base z and II: E A then A is r-closed 
if and only if it is a-closed. 
Lemma 1. Let u, r E C, with cr < r. Then there exist d,~’ E [a,r], with o’ < T’ 
such that [d. 7’1 is basic. 
Proof. Let d, e be metrics such that Pd = 0, & = r and d(z, y) < e(z, y) for all 
2, y E X, as guaranteed by Corollary 1. 
Let z E X and A & X with II: E A” \x’. Choose some sequence (z,),~~ of distinct 
elements of A which converges in c to x but which does not converge in r. Choose 
r-neighborhoods U, of x, for n E w and U of x such that {U} U {U, 1 n E w} is a 
discrete collection in (X, r), and U, is contained in the d-ball about x, whose radius is 
f of the least d-distance from 2, to 5 or to any of the other xi. Let fn : X + [0, I] be 
r-continuous with f(z,) = 1 and f(X \ Un) = (0). 
Let cr’ = (g U Uncw $f, ). Then g’ is a join of topologies of the form $f, so it is 
completely regular. Moreover, 0 has a sigma-locally finite base, as does each $fn, so 
U’ has a sigma-locally finite subbasis. Thus U’ is metrizable. Similarly, 7’ = (a’, +f) is 
metrizable, where f = xnEw fn. Since each fn is r-continuous and {U, 1 n E w} is 
discrete, f is r-continuous. Thus we have [a’, r’] C [a, T]. 
To show that 0’ < r’, we note that x $ {xcn 1 n E w}~‘, since f(x,) = 1 for every 12, 
while f(z) = 0. On the other hand, each fn is equal to 0 on a a-neighbourhood of 
x, so every 0’ neighbourhood of x is actually a cr-neighbourhood of x. Thus x E 
0’ 
1% I n.EW) . 
Finally, to see that [a’, r’] is basic, we note that {U, 1 n E w} is discrete with respect 
to a except at x, and thus f is a’-continuous except at x. 0 
Proposition 2. Let [a, r] be a basic interval with C, I- E C,. Then [a, rim is a sublattice 
of [C 71. 
Proof. Let ,LL, v E [u. rim. We have already seen that ~1 V 71 E C,, so it is sufficient to 
show that ~Au E C,. So let B be a sigma-locally finite basis for 0, and let {U, 1 n E w} 
and {V, / n E w} be local bases for p and v, respectively, at 2, the base of the interval 
[a, r]. Let 6 be the topology with basis B U {U, U V, I n E w}. Then 0 is regular and 
has a sigma-locally finite basis, so 0 is metrizable. But it is easy to see that B = ,U A v, 
so p A u E C, as required. 0 
Valent and Larson have shown that if u is T2 and first countable, and 0 < r, then 
[a! r] has a subinterval which is isomorphic to the power lattice P(c), where c = 2” and 
P(c) is ordered by inclusion [7, Theorem lo]. As they observe [7, Corollaries 1 and 31, 
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this implies that no T2 first countable topology has a cover in Ci, and all the topologies 
in the subinterval isomorphic to P(c) (except possibly the largest) do have covers, and 
are therefore not first countable. Thus Valent and Larson’s result does not tell us anything 
about intervals in C,. In particular, we cannot hope to show that any such interval has 
at least 2’ many elements, since if X is countable then there are only c many metrics 
on X. The following result shows that there are always at least c many elements in any 
interval in C,. 
Theorem 1. Let cr, r E C,, with o < r. Then there is an order-embedding 
@ : P(w)/fin 4 [0,3-l,,, 
Lemma 2. Let d be a metric on X, and let f : X + R be a function. Define e : X x X + 
[O, cc) by 4~: Y) = 4x, Y) + If(x) - .f(y)I. Th en c is a metric, and e gives the same 
topology at x as d does if and only if f is continuous at x. 
Proof of Theorem 1. We can assume without loss of generality that [g. 71 is a basic 
interval. Let d, e be metrics such that P,j = (r, oe = 7 and d(x, y) < e(x, y) for all 
2; y E X, as guaranteed by Corollary 1. 
Let z E X and A C X with J: E A0 \AT. Choose some sequence (x,),~~ of distinct 
elements of A which converges in CJ to x but which does not converge in r. Choose 
r-neighborhoods U,, of x,, for n E d and U of r such that {U} U {U, / n E w} is a 
discrete collection in (X, 7). Note that U, is actually a a-neighbourhood of x, for each 
n: we can choose these sets in such a way that U,, is contained in the d-ball about x, 
whose radius is i of the least d-distance from x,, to x or to any of the other points xi. Let 
fn : X + [0, l] be a-continuous with f(x,) = 1 and f(X\U,) = (0). For A E P(w) let 
FA be the function CnEA fiL. Then, by Lemma 2, the functions dA> eA : X x X ---f [0, x) 
given by 
dA(Y: 2) = 4y: ~1 + IFA ~ F;?(z)17 
eA(Y: 2) = e(Y, z) + Ir4(Y) - Fq(z)l 
are both metrics. Now FA is a-continuous except (for infinite A) at x, and is -r-continuous 
at x (being constant on the r-open set U), so FA is r-continuous. Thus eA gives the 
same topology as e, namely 7. Moreover, we have d < dA < e,J, so by Corollary 1 we 
have 0 < &ja < 7. 
By the choice of the sets U,, if A, B C w with A i* B then there is a a-neighbourhood 
of x on which FA < FB, and therefore dA (x, y) 6 dg (x, y) for every y in this neigh- 
bourhood. Since x is the only place at which the topologies change, this implies that 
Pda 6 Pdo. Thus the function (9 : P(ti)/fin + [g. T],,, given by @([A]) = pda is well- 
defined and order-preserving. Conversely, suppose that A, B C w with A g* B. Then 
C = A \ B is infinite. For each 2, E C, we have FB(x,) = FB(x) = 0, FA(~,) = 1. 
Thus dB(x, x,) = d(x, x,,) for each :I’,, E C, so x E CPds . On the other hand, since 
dA(x,x,) > 1 for each u:,,, E C, s $! CPdA. Thus @([A]) $ @([B]). Hence @ is an 
order-embedding. 0 
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Although the previous result shows that any interval in C, contains a copy of 
IP(w)/fin, no such interval can be isomorphic to P(w)/fin. This follows from the follow- 
ing result. Recall that a bounded lattice L with least element 0 and greatest element 1 is 
complemented if every element z has a complement 5’ with 2 A 2’ = 0 and II: V d = 1. 
It is easy so show that every subinterval of P(w)/fin is a complemented lattice, and by 
Lemma 1 every interval in C, contains a basic interval in C,. 
Theorem 2. Let a, r E C, with g < r and [a, ~1 basic. Then [a, 71rn is not comple- 
mented. 
Proof. Let d, e, z, (z,),~~. U, (Un)nEw and (fn)nEw be as in the proof of Theorem 1. 
Let in = UILEW A,, where the sets A, are infinite and pairwise disjoint. Define F : X + Iw 
by 
F(Y) = c c 2-7Lf,(~). 
nEw SEA, 
Then F is a-continuous except at 2, and is r-continuous. Let p = &I, where d’(y, 2) = 
d(z/T 2) + IF(Y) - F(z)l. 
Suppose v is a complement of p in [a: r]. In particular, U E p V v, so there exist 
V E p and W E u with x E V n W C U. Shrinking V if necessary we can assume 
that V = B(x, d’, E) for some E > 0. Choose rz large enough so that 22” < E. Let 
0 = II7 U B(z, d’, 2-“). Then 0 E /L A V. However, 0 I? {x,, 1 m E A,,} = 0, and 
z E {z:m 1 rn E A - n}“, so p A v # 0, a contradiction. 0 
3. Basic intervals in C,(X) with X countable 
In the previous section we saw that every interval in C, contains P(w)/& but is 
not isomorphic to it. In this section we will give two different characterizations of the 
simplest possible interval-that between the usual topology and the discrete topology on 
w + 1. The first is as a quotient of ww, and the second is as an extension of IP(w)/fin 
obtained by adding limits of increasing sequences. Finally we will see that, under CH, 
every basic interval in Cm(X) with X countable is such an extension of either P(w)/fin 
or a certain kind of power of IP(w)/fin. 
Define a relation 6 on ww by declaring that f 4 g if and only if there is some (weakly) 
order-preserving function 7r : w ----f w such that for every n E w, g(n) < ~(f(n)). It is 
easy to see that < is a preorder (in other words, it is reflexive and transitive). Thus the 
relation E:, defined by f z g if and only if f 4 g and g 4 f, is an equivalence relation, 
and 3 induces a partial order on wW/=. 
Theorem 3. Let c denote the usual topology on X = w + 1, and let r denote the discrete 
topology. Then (ww/c , 4:) is isomorphic to the interval [CT> r],. 
Proof. If d is a metric on X with 0 6 Pd < 7, define a function fd : w + w by 
fd(n) = min {m E w 1 2-” < d(n> w)}. 
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Now suppose that e is another such metric. Suppose first that Pd < pe. For each m E w, 
B(w, d, 2-“) is p,-open, so there is some k E w such that B(w, e, 2-“) 2 B(w, d, 22”). 
Define rr : w + w by 
n(m) = min {k E w 1 B(w, e, 22”) C B(w: d, 22”)) 
Since the sets B(w, d, 2Ym) and B(w, e, 2 -k form decreasing sequences, r is an order- ) 
preserving function. Now let n E w. Put rn, = fd(n). Then d(n,w) 3 2-“, so n $ 
B(w, d, 22”), and therefore n $ B(w, e, 22”(“‘)). So 2-“(m) < e(n, w), and therefore 
fe(n) < r(m) = T(.fd(n)). s. mce this holds for every n E w, fd 4 fe. 
Conversely, suppose that d and e are metrics on X with pd, pe E [a, rlrn and fd < fe. 
Let 7r : w + w be an order preserving function such that for every n E w, fe(n) < 
n(fd(n)). Fix m E w. For each n E UJ, if d(n,w) 3 2-” then fd(n) 6 m, so fe(n) 6 
n(fd(n)) < r(m), and thus e(n, w) 3 22”(“I. Hence B(w, e, 2-K(m)) C B(w, d, 2-“), 
so B(w, d, 2-m) is an e-neighbourhood of w. Since these sets form a neighbourhood 
basis at w, and all the other points are isolated in both fd and pe, this implies that 
pd < pe. 
Hence if d and e are metrics on X with pd, pe E [CT, T],, then fd =$ fe if and only if 
pd < pe. Thus the function @ : [CT, T],,, --f w”/= given by @(pd) = [fd] is well-defined 
and order-preserving. To show that it is an isomorphism, we will show that for every 
f E ww there is a metric d with pd E [a; rlrn and fd = f. Indeed, let d be the metric on 
X given by 
if z E w, y = w, 
if x = w, y E w, 
2-f(z) + 22f(v) otherwise. 
Then it is easy to see that d is such a metric and fd = f. 0 
Given the way that between two metrizable topologies we can find p(w)/fin many 
metrizable topologies, a tempting conjecture is that all basic intervals between metrizable 
topologies, or at least all such intervals on a countable set, are isomorphic. However, this 
is not the case: there are at least two isomorphism classes, and under CH there are exactly 
two isomorphism classes. To show this, we will first introduce some new definitions. 
Definition 1. Let a, r E C, with (T < IT. We say that r is a SUcceSSOr with respect to 
0 if [a, r] is a basic interval and there is some A such that r = (a, A). We say that r is 
a limit with respect to c if there is a strictly increasing countable sequence (pL,& in 
[a, ~1~ such that ‘T = sup{pL, 1 n, E w}. 
We denote the set of successors with respect to c in [a,~], by [g,r],,. In other 
words, 
Notice that, despite our rather suggestive terminology, these notions are not a priori 
complementary. Notice also that not every topology of the form (a, A) will be metrizable. 
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Finally, notice that we regard u as being a successor with respect to itself. In what follows, 
whenever we say something like “choose A such that p = (a, A)” we will assume that 
if 11 = o then the A we choose will be X. 
Lemma 3. Let CT be u regular topology on a set X, and let x E A C X with A\int, (A) = 
{r}. Then (a-A) ‘. IS regular if and only if there is some U E o such that x E U and 
unA=UnA". 
Proof. Suppose first that (g. A) is regular. Then there is some U E cr such that z E 
UnA g mA("'A) ~A.AsUisopen,Uf~~~=~~,whenceU~~~=U~A. 
Conversely, suppose that there is some U E cr such that x E U and U n 2” = U n A. 
Let 9 E V E (o:A). 
Case 1: y E int,(V). Then, by regularity of a, there is some W E c C (a, A) with 
g E 14 c tPA) C W” C int,(V) 2 V. 
Case 2: y $ int, (V). Then we must have TV = 2 and there is some V’ E o with 
x E V'nA C: V. By regularity of cr, we can choose W E o with x E T/t’ C liI’” C V’nU. 
Then x E 14’ n A E (o. A), and so 
Thus (0. A) is regular, as required. 0 
Corollary 2. Let X be a countable set and let o E J&(X). Then r is u (metrizable) 
successor with respect to u ifand only if [u, r] is basic and r = (u. A) for some o-closed 
set A. 
Proof. Suppose that 7 = (a, A) is a successor and o # r. Let x be the base of [a. r]. 
By Lemma 3 there is some U E cr with x E U n A = U n 2”. Equivalently, we have 
U n (2” \ A) = 0, so we may shrink U to a a-clopen set Q containing x (since c is a 
metrizable topology on a countable set, and hence zero-dimensional). Since x E Q E O, 
(CJ. A) = (o. Q n A), and Q n A is closed. 
Conversely, if A is closed and [g, ~1 is basic, then by Lemma 3, (a. A) is regular. Since 
o has a countable basis, (a, A) has a countable basis. Thus (0. A) is metrizable. 0 
Proposition 3. Let X be a countable set, and let o, r E C,(X) with o < r and [a, r] 
basic. Then there is some p E C, with u < p < r and ,LL a successor with respect to u. 
Proof. Let x be the base of [a, 71. Choose some A E 7 \ u. Notice that x E A. Since r 
is a metrizable topology on a countable set, it is zero-dimensional, so we can find some 
r-clopen set B with x E B C A. Now B is closed in r and contains x, so it is closed 
in u. Thus, by Lemma 3, p = (a, B) E C,(X). Since A E p and B E 7 we have 
U</l,<T. 0 
The hypothesis that X is countable is necessary in the previous result, as is shown by 
the following example. 
Example 4. Let (T be the usual topology on R, and let r = (T V ll’f, where f : IR + IR is 
given by 
sin( 1 /z) 
f(x) = {o if .r # 0, 
if T = 0. 
Then no topology in (a, rlrrr is a successor with respect to 0 
Proof. Notice that [o, r] is basic with base 0. 
Suppose p E [a. rlIrL with p = (a. A). In particular, /I is regular, so by Lemma 3 there 
is some neighbourhood U of 1): such that U nz” = I; n A. Shrinking U if necessary, we 
can assume that U is an open interval (-2,~;) with ~1: > 0. Now A\(O) is o-open, so each 
component of U n (A \ (0)) IS an open interval. Since U contains no points of AC \ A, 
these components must be of the form (-z. 0) or (0. J). Since 0 E mr n m7, 
both of these must be components of U n (A \ (0)). In other words, U n A = U. But 
then A E o, so p = 0. 0 
Proposition 4. Let X be a countable set, and let (T. r E C,,,,(X) with cr < r and [a, r] 
a basic interval. Then r is a limit with respect to CT if and only if r is not a successor 
with respect to o. Moreover; if r is a limit, then it is a limit of successors with respect 
to Cl. 
Proof. Suppose first that r is a limit. Let (/L,,),,~~ be a strictly increasing sequence in 
[a: 4, converging to 7, and suppose there is some A E 7 with r = (0, A). Then, for 
some n E w, A E ,LL~. But then, for every m 3 71, r = (a, A) < ,LL~,, < p,,,+l < r, a 
contradiction. So if r is a limit, it cannot be a successor. 
Conversely, suppose that r is not a successor. Let z be the base of [a, r], and let 
{I?,, 1 n E w} be a local basis for r at .c consisting of clopen sets. Then, for each 71 E w, 
P n = (a: n,,,, B,) is in [a, r]7ns. Furthermore, (/L,,),~, is an increasing sequence, 
and r = sup{~~~ 1 n E LJ}. However, the sequence might not be strictly increasing. So 
we define a strictly increasing subsequence (/I.,,~ )kEd by 
110 = 0, 
nk+t = the least m > k such that ,LL,,~ < /I,,, 
To see that this is a well-defined subsequence, it is enough to show that for every n E w 
there is some rn E u with Pi, < pin. Suppose this were not so. Then there would be 
some n such that B,,, E prP for every rn > n. But then we would have /I,, = T, and so 
r = (0. n,,., BAT contradicting the assumption that r is not a successor. 0 
Proposition 5. Let X be a countuble set. Then there exist at least two isomorphism 
classes of basic intervals in C,,,(X). 
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Proof. We exhibit topologies 0 < LL < ‘T in C,(w + 1) with [a, 71 basic and [g. ~1~ ? 
[a. 71 ,,l. 
Let (T and 7 denote, respectively, the usual topology and the discrete topology on in + 1. 
Let {A, / n E w} be a partition of w into infinite subsets, and let p be the topology 
on J + 1 in which elements of w are isolated and a basic neighbourhood of w is of the 
form IL-1 ” u,,,>,, A,,, for some n E w. Notice that ,Y is a limit with respect to g, since 
it is the limit of the strictly increasing sequence (P~,),~~, where pL, = (a, U,>, A,). 
On the other hand, T = (g3 {w}) is a successor with respect to (T, and is therefore not a 
limit. Since the property of being a limit is purely a lattice property, it is preserved by 
isomorphism. So [(T,P],, y [o.~]~~~. 0
Lemma 4. Let u be a topology on X, and let A, B C X with A \ int,(A) = B \ 
intm(B) = {z}. Then 
(1) (o.A)A(~,B)=(o.AuB). 
(2) (g. A) v (0, B) = (P. A n B). 
(3) The ,following are equivalent: 
(a) (p.4 < (c%B), 
(b) s $ B\Ac, 
(c) ,for some U E c-r, .7: E U n B C A. 
Proof. Straightforward. 0 
Lemma 5. Let X be a countable set and let o, r E C,,,(X) with u < r and r a successor 
with respect to u. Then [cr. rlrrrs is a Boolean algebra. 
Proof. By Lemma 4 we know that [(T.T]~~,~ is a distributive lattice, and it is clearly 
bounded. So we only need to show that it is complemented. Let ,U E [v,T],,~. By 
Corollary 2 we can choose A and B closed in 0 with ,U = (CJ, A) and 7 = (a, B). Put 
C=(X\A)uB d an u = (a. C). Then C is T-clopen (since both A and B are), and 
3’ E C, so C is a-closed. Hence v E C,(X). Moreover, since B C C, v E [a, 71, so 
v E [fl171rnS. 
Now p~v = (a.AuC) = (r,X) = c~, and p v L/ = (CT. A n C) = (a, A n B) = 
p V 7 = T. Thus v is a complement of p in [a, T],,, as required. 0 
Recall that a Boolean algebra B has property H, (also known as the strong countable 
separution property) if for every pair {urL 1 n E ti} and {b,, 1 n E u} of countable 
subsets of B such that for every 71 E w, 
V a,,, < A b,, 
111 <I, III < I? 
there is some c E B such that for every n E w. 
Lemma 6. Let X be a countable set, atzd let (T. r E l!&(X) with CT < r and r a 
successor with respect to ~7. Then [o. rlrrls has proper8 H,. 
Proof. Let d be a metric with pd = (T. Let J be the base of [c: r]. Let {a,2 1 n E ti} and 
{,!I,, 1 n E LJJ} be subsets of [o, r],,,,? such that for every n t ti, 
V (2 111 < A 67, . 
111 <IL 711 <I, 
For each 71 E w’ choose a-closed sets A,, and D,, with o = (cr. A,r,) and ,B,z = (a, I?,,). 
Now 
so there is some a-open set U,, with 
.r E U,, n u B,,, C n A,, 
II, <?I ,,I <,I 
Shrinking U, if necessary we can assume that U,, is clopen and that U,, C B(z: d, 2-“). 
We also know that (D> IJ,+, &) $ (0, n,,,,,, A,,), so 
s E n A,,, \ u B,,,“. 
l,l <rr In< I, 
Thus we can inductively choose distinct points :x,, . y,, such that 
x,, 3 ?/,I E UT, n ( n A,, \ IJ h,) \ ({.k I 111 < I,> u {h I m < rtl). 
m<n rn<,t 
The only limit point of {x,, 1 r? E w} U {yTL I n E LJ} is 2, so we can choose clopen sets 
D,, and E, for 71 E iu‘ such that for each n E w’, 
Claim. C is closed. 
Proof. Since C,, C U,, C B(x, cl. 2-“) for each n, every limit point of C must be either 
a limit point of some C, or be .r; itself. Since each C,, is closed and x E C, this means 
that every limit point of C is an element of C. 0 
Claim. For each n, v,,,<, o,,, < 2. 
Proof. Let V,, = U, \ /J,,,<, E,,,. Then x E V,, E D, so (c, C) = (a, V, n C). Now 
Notice that for rn, < n we have C, C UkG7_ Bk U E,,,, so 
(_j Cm \ u Em C u Bm. 
rn <?I m<n m<n 
Thus 
Also for m > n we have 
V,, n u CT,, c n A,,, 
m>rr m<rz 
Thus V,, n C C n,,,,, A,, as required. q 
Claim. For each n,, y $ ij,,,<,, cy?,,. 
Proof. Notice that 
for each n. We will show that for every ,111, xTrL $! C, by showing that x,,, $! C, for 
every n. So let m, n E w. If m < n then IC, E U,,<,, D, and IC,,< $ E,,, so .x,, $ C,. 
On the other hand, if m > n then 
C,, C u Bk.UGzCI u &U&L. 
k<n k<m 
Since 2, was chosen to be an element of 
n Ak \ u 31;~ 
k<m k < 77, 
and xnL Sr G, , xnl sl G, . 
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Thus for every n we have 
ZE f-) A,\C”> 
m<n 
as required. 0 
Claim. For each n, y < &CR &. 
Proof. We have 
Claim. For each n, A,<,, 0, $ y. 
Proof. Notice that for each m, ym E E,, C_ G,,. However, for m 2 R, ym $ lJk_n Brc. 
Thus 
{Ym]m3n}cC\ u &,: 
m<n 
SO 
zEC\ u &f. 
m<n 
This completes the proof of Lemma 6. 0 
Lemma 7. Let X be a countable set, and let 0, r E C,(X) with o < r and [u, r] 
basic. Let (pUn)nEw be a (not necessarily strictly) increasing sequence in [a, r],, and 
let p = sup{h I n E w}. Then p is metrizable, and if u E [a, r],, with u < p then 
v < prL for some n E w. 
Proof. For each n choose A,, a-closed with pL1? = (0, A,). Then p = (&{A, 1 n E w}). 
Since each A,, is closed, a similar argument to the proof of Lemma 3 shows that k is 
regular. Since o has a countable basis, so does p. Thus I_L is metrizable. 
Now let v E [a, r],, with v < LL. Choose B with v = (a, B). Then B E (cr U {A, I 
n E w}), so there is some n E in and some U E c such that z E U n nmGn A, C B. 
But then B E (a, A”, , A,) = pCLnr so v < pL,,. 0 
If P is a partially ordered set in which no strictly increasing sequence has a supremum, 
let S(P) denote the partially ordered set obtained by adding suprema of increasing 
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sequences. More formally, let S’(P) denote the set of sequences (z,),~, such that for 
all n E w, 2, < z,+i. Extend 6 to S’(P) by declaring that (IC,),~~ 6 (Yn)nEw if 
and only if for every m E w there is some n E w such that 5, < yn. This is clearly 
a preorder on S’(P): let S(P) denote the quotient obtained by declaring (xn)nEw and 
(YTl )ntw to be equivalent if and only if (z,)nEw < (y7L)nEw and (yn)nEw 6 (LC,),~~. 
We denote the equivalence class of (xVL)nEW by [z,],~~. It is then straightforward to 
show that every increasing sequence in S(P) has a supremum, and P can be embedded 
in S(P) by identifying z with [xlntw. 
Lemma 8. Let X be a countable set, and let CT, r E C,(X) with o < IT and [cr, r] basic. 
Then [a: .T]~ ” S( [a: ~1~~). 
Proof. By Proposition 4, every topology in [a, rlrn is the supremum of a (not necessarily 
strictly) increasing sequence in [a, r],,. So we define @: [a, 71, + S( [o, 71rns) by 
declaring that for every p, G(p) = [pLnlnEw, where (pn)nEw is an increasing sequence 
with supremum p. To show that Cp is well-defined, we must verify that if (~n),~~ and 
(%)rlEw are increasing sequences with the same supremum then [pnlnEw = [v,]nEw, in 
other words that for each m E w there is some n E w with pm < u,, and some Ic E w 
with V, 6 I&. This follows from Lemma 7. 
Now let p, v E [a, r], and choose increasing sequences (pL,,)nEw and (u,),~~ with 
supremum p and u, respectively. Suppose that p < u. For each m E w we have pL, 6 
1” < SUP(4r I 72 E W>> so p m < u, for some n E w. Since this holds for every m E w, 
(IL,,)7lEU < (&L)ILEW> and thus [P~I~G < [u&E~, i.e., (a(p) 6 @P(V). Suppose instead 
that p $ u. Then there is some A E p \ u. Shrinking A if necessary, we can assume that 
A is clopen in p and hence closed in ~7. Put X = (a, A). Then X E [a, r],, but X $ u, 
so X $ u, for every R. Thus Q(X) $ Q(u). On th e other hand, X < ,Q, so X < pL, for 
some n. Thus Q(X) < Q(p). Therefore Q(p) $ Q(u). 
Thus for every p. u E [a: rlrn we have p < u if and only if Q(p) < Q(u). 
To show that @ is an isomorphism it remains only to show that it is surjective. So 
let [p&U E S([o,-rlms). By Lemma 7, ~1 = sup{pn 1 n E w} is metrizable, and 
Q(p) = [&&&J. q 
Corollary 3. For i = I,2 let Xi be a countable set and let ui, ri E C,(Xi) with 
oi < q and [oar q] basic. Zf [OI, qlms ” [m, nlms then [OI, 711~ ” [m, ~21~. 
Lemma 9. Let X be a countable set and let o, r E Cm(X) with u < r. Then [a, T],, 
has cardinality c. 
Proof. As previously remarked, we know that Cm(X) has cardinality c, so it is enough 
to show that there are at least c many topologies in [g, r],,. We will show that lP(w)/fin 
can be embedded in [a, r],,. 
As in the proof of Theorem 1, we choose some sequence (z,),~~ of distinct elements 
of X which converges in B to x but which does not converge in r, and r-neighborhoods 
U, of x,, for n E w and U of x such that {U} U {U, / n E w} is a discrete collection in 
(X, r). Without loss of generality, U and all the U,, are clopen in r, and U,, is contained 
in the d-ball about x,, whose radius is 4 of the least distance from 2, to z or to any of 
the other points 2, (where oi! is a metric with CT = p(l). 
For A E P(w), let 
and let pil = ((T. 5’~). Since each S;r is closed in (T and open in 7, PA E [a. rims for 
each A. Clearly p~ 6 PLg if and only if A C* I?. Thus the function A H pi is an 
order-embedding, and I[o. rlrnh/ > iP(d)/finl = c. q 
Lemma 10. Assume CH. Let X he a countable set and, for i = 1,2 let o,,, r; be metriz- 
uble topologies on X with [cJ;. r;] basic and r1 a successor with respect to oz. Then 
[aI. nlms ” [g2* 72],,,,. 
Proof. Assuming CH, any Boolean algebra of cardinality at most c with property H, is 
isomorphic to P(w)/fin [3, Theorem 1.1.61. Thus, by Lemmas 5,6 and 9, both [cl, 711rns 
and [CQ, rz],,,s are isomorphic to lP(ti)/fin and hence to one another. 0 
Definition 2. Let {L,, 1 i E I} be a family of bounded lattices. The lower weak product 
of the family is given by 
n’,‘L< = f E flL, 1 ,f(i) = 0 for all but finitely many i E I 
iEI LEI 
ordered componentwise. This is a lattice with a least element but no greatest element 
(unless I is finite). 
Lemma 11. Let X be a countable set, arid let (T, r E C,,,(X) with o < r and r a limit 
with respect to o. Then there exist subsets X,, of X for n t iuv such that, for each n, 
r / X, is a .successor with re.spect o (T r X,,,, and 
Proof. Let z be the base of [(T, r]. Choose a strictly increasing sequence (P~,,),,~~ such 
that (7 = ILO, ‘T = sup{p,, 1 n E &I}. For each n E w’ choose a closed set A,, with 
pn = (0, A,,), in such a way that A,,,, 2 4,) for each n. 
For each rr E UJ let B, = A,, \ A,,+, and let X,, = B,, U {x}. Notice that r / X,, = 
(a / X,, {z}), so 7 1 X,, is a successor with respect to o t X,. 
We define 
as follows: for LL E [a, 7-l,,,, choose a closed set B with /-I = (a, B). Then f?(p)(n) = 
(~7 1 X,, B n X,) for each 11,. 
Now if B is closed in X then B n X, is closed in X,, so (a 1 X,,, B n X,,) E 
[a 1 X,,. 7 1 X,,],,,. Moreover, for any CT, B. C and Y, if ((T, B) = (a, C) then 
(a tY,BnY) = (g rY.CnY). Th us, to show that 6’ is well-defined we only need to 
show that, for every k~ t [a. r]7n,s, 19(p)(r)) = o r X,, for all but finitely many n E ti. So 
suppose /L = (g, B) E [m% r],,,,s. Then B E 7 = (c~ U {Arl / n E w}) so, for some 71 E w, 
B E b. n,,,,,, il,,,) = (g, A,,). Thus th ere is some U E ~7 with r E U n A,, 2 B. But 
then for every m 3 n, 
.I’ E U n X,,, c U n A,, c B, 
SO B n X,,, E CT 1 X,,,. Thus ((T / X,,,, B n X,,,) = c~ [ X,,, for all m 3 n, as required. 
For any (7, B, C and Y, if (u, B) < (u, C) then (a t Y, B n Y) 6 (a t Y, C n Y). 
Thus if /I. v E [a, r],,,,? with p < v then 0(/L) < O(U). 
Conversely, suppose ~1. v E [a. r],,, with O(p) 6 O(U). Choose B, C closed with 
/I = (TT. B), 11 = (CT, C). Then B E 7 so for some nl E w and Ur E O, .c E Ur nA,,, C B. 
Similarly :I’ t lJ2 n il,,, C C for some n? E w’, lIJ* E (7. Put II = max{nr. r1.2) and 
CT = U, n U?. Then 
Ii n B n X,,, = U n C n X,,, = U n X,, 
for all m 3 12. Now H(/L) < H(v) so for each m < n we have (g 1 X,,,, B nX,,,) < (a t 
X,,, . C f’ X,,, ). Thus for each m < n there is some V,,, E n with .I: E VT,, n C n X,r,, g 
B n X,,,. Put 
v = n v,,. 
,I!<?1 
Then .I’ E U n V n C C B, so (cr.B) < (o-,(T), i.e., p 6 V. 
Therefore we have O(p) 6 13( ) ‘f v I an only if 1-1, < V. so 0 is an order-embedding. It d 
remains only to show that 0 is onto. So let 
Choose 71 so that for all m > n, f(m) = CT / X,,, For each m < n choose C,,, closed in 
X,,, with f(m) = (a r X,,,, C,,,). Notice that, because each A,,, is -r-clopen, each X,,, 
is closed in X, so each C,,, is closed. Note also that each B,,2 is a-open, so 
u x,7, = x \ u 677 
is closed. Thus 
c = u cm u u xv, 
,,l< ,l m > ,I 
is closed, contains .I: and is open in 7. Thus 11, = (0. C) E [cr. r],,,,5, and clearly H(~L) = f, 
as required. 0 
Combining these results, we obtain the following: 
Theorem 4. Assume CH. Let X be a countable set. Then every basic interval in C,,, (X) 
is isomorphic to either S(P(d)/fin) or S(n$, lP(cj)/lin). 
It is well-known that the assertion that all Boolean algebras of cardinality at most c 
with property H, are isomorphic to P(c*/)/fin is equivalent to CH. This leads us to the 
following questions: 
Question. Is it consistent that there exist three non-isomorphic basic intervals in C,,,(X) 
for X countable? 
Question. Does the negation of the Continuum Hypothesis imply the existence of three 
non-isomorphic basic intervals in C,,,(X) for X countable? 
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